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Thanks to a single double acting hydraulic cylinder at each end of 
the bowl,  plus large capacity hydraulic hoses and valves, AZMEB’s 
Door Side Tipper is FAST. It tips quickly, even when on the move, 
with the door locking simply and automatically as it closes. 

A full length reinforced rubber hinge, simple hydraulics, simple 
locking systems and extra strong components ensure that the unit 
is also very RELIABLE. Thanks to over-centre locks, the door cannot 
creep open. The unique rubber hinge is resistant to product build-up 
and corrosion, needs no grease, absorbs shocks and is leak-proof. 

Servicing is easy thanks to easy access pins and bearings and 
remote grease lines.

LOW TARE is assured due to the strong, high tensile steel construction. 
The bowl floor is made in one piece from 450 grade wear plate, 
increasing its strength and eliminating the need for cross members. 
It sits on rubber pads along the full length of the chassis, ensuring 
even support and optimised load sharing as well as protection of 
the chassis from shocks when loading large rocks.

AppLiCAtioNs 
>  Cartage of blast rock, armour rock up to 2m,  

iron ore, quarry materials, crushed rock, screenings,  
mineral sands, waste, compost, woodchips.

CoNfigurAtioNs 
>  Available in Rigid, B-Double and all approved Road 

Train combinations with capacities ranging from 11 
to 57 cu.m.

>    Reinforced rubber pads between the tipper 
bowl and chassis reduce wear and improve 
load spreading across the chassis, providing 
protection against impact 

>  Multiple combinations can be easily and 
safely tipped from the driver’s cab

>  Patented full length reinforced rubber hinge  
is durable, reliable and leak-proof, requires  
no greasing and is less prone to jamming  
with carted product

>      Single 6” hydraulic cylinders at each end  
plus over-centre locking ensure reliability,  
high speed operation & ease of servicing

>    A heavy duty twin tyre carrier is standard
 

>   Remote grease lines simplify maintenance
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